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"Airstrikes on Khan Al-Sheih's Outskirt" 

 

 
 

 

 Targeting Al-Hamah by explosive barrels' increases fears about the fate of 

thousands of Palestinians in Qudsya. 

 Mortars targeted civilians in Al- Neirab camp in Aleppo. 

  Clashes and intermittently bombardments at night in Yarmouk camp. 
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Recent Updates 

AGPS reporter in Khan Al-Sheih asserted that aircrafts launched had 7 

raids targeting the outskirts of the camp and surrounded farms, which led 

to material damages as well as fire in nearby fields. 

He pointed that a house in Al Saeed St. was bombed during a series of 

airstrikes targeting parts of the camp.   

 

The camp and its neighboring villages witnessed violent airstrikes by 

Syrian and Russian aircrafts using cluster and phosphorus bombs. In the 

same time, Syrian regime members on the barriers closed all the roads 

between the camp and the capital. As a result, there was a severe lack of 

basic and medical services. 

In a different context, more than 8000 Palestinian-Syrian families 

immigrate to Qudsya in Damascus escaping from siege and bombings. 

They live a State of tension and panic due to the increasing military 

operations which targeted Al-Hamah.  

The region is witnessing an unprecedented panic because it was targeted 

by shells and explosive barrels. Yesterday, one of those barrels was 

targeting Al-Hamah with a weight of 4 Kg. at least.  
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It led to an active movement of immigration towards the town with fears 

from transferring the military operations to Qudsya which endangers the 

lives of thousands. Because of acute lack of medical services as a result 

of the siege. 

It's worth noting that Qudsya and Al-Hamah are being under the control 

of Syrian opposition armed groups and expose to repeatedly shelling and 

siege. 

 

Turning to Aleppo, houses in Al- Neirab were bombed yesterday by 

mortars. One of the mortars hit a house causing material damages. 

AGPS reporter said that the shells that fell on the camp were the result of 

violent clashes that erupted earlier between the pro-Syrian opposition 

armed groups Vs the regime's army and the Al-Quds Brigade Group.  in 

Aziza front, Karam Al-Tarab and Al-Sheikh Lotfi neighborhoods beside 

the camp.  

The camp is witnessing a state of instability and insecurity because of the 

tension in security situation in adjacent areas. 
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In Damascus, Yarmouk witnessed violent clashes erupted between 

Palestinian armed groups on the one hand, and regime's army with its 

affiliates from Palestinian factions.  

Clashes were concentrated in Al-Rijah square and the court area with a 

number of mortar shells that didn't cause any casualties. ISIS still control 

around 70% of Yarmouk. In the same time, Syrian army and its 

Palestinian affiliates have laid a strict siege over Yarmouk camp for 1200 

consecutive days. 

 

Palestinians of Syria; Numbers and Statistics until 4/10/2016 

 (15500) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Jordan. 

 (42,500) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Lebanon. 

 (6000) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Egypt, according to the 

UNRWA statistics till July 2015. 

 (8000) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Turkey. 

 (1000) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Gaza. 

 More than (79,000) Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached Europe 

till mid-2016. 
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 Yarmouk Camp: siege, imposed by the Regime's Army and PFGC 

groups, continued for (1204) consecutive days. Power cut continued 

for more than (1265) days. water was cut for (755) days respectively. 

The number of siege victims is (187). 

 Sabina Camp:  Regime's Army is still forbidding the residents of the 

camp to return back to their houses for (1057) days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - All Residents have left the camp for about (1249) 

days after the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Daraa Camp: - It is now almost (907) days without water and almost 

70% of its buildings were totally destroyed. 

 Jarmana, AL Sayeda -Zeinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs 

and Hama: A relatively quiet situation in light of the economic crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Sheih road. 


